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Masters Swimming Ontario 
Board of Directors Meeting 

 January 8, 2011 
 

MINUTES 
 

The Meeting was opened at 1:15 p.m. 
 
In Attendance: 
 
Michael Heath-Eves 
Phil Rogers 
Sean Warburton 
Sally O’Brian 
Cathy Macdonald 
Pat Angus 
Brian Croker 
Chris Smith 
Steve Goodwin 
Robert McGlashan 
 
Absent: 
Robert Miles 
Carole Hebert 
Alisa Abgarov 
 
Adoption of Agenda 
 
Motion 01:  To approve the agenda as amended 
 
Moved:  Sally O’Brien 
Seconded: Phil Rogers 
 
Carried 
 
 
Approval of minutes of September 11, 2010 Teleconference  
 
Motion 02: To approve Minutes of September 11, 2010 Teleconference 
 
Moved:  Sally O’Brien 
Seconded: Sean Warburton 
 
Carried 
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Leadership -------------------------Phil Rogers  
 
Phil reported on plans for the first Coaches Clinic.  It has been scheduled for 
Friday, March 25, 2011 in Ottawa.  The pool has not yet been finalized.  It could be 
held at the Plant Pool or ideally at the Sportsplex, if possible.  This is the first day 
of the Ontario Masters Championships and it was felt this is a logical time to host 
this event, since many coaches will already be in Ottawa for the meet.  The clinic 
will be held in the morning and afternoon with structured classroom sessions and 
pool sessions as well. 
 
Phil requested Board approval for several issues relating to this clinic. 
 
 Motion 03: That an honorarium of $400. be paid to each mentor coach. 
 
Moved:  Phil Rogers 
Seconded: Sally O’Brien 
 
  
Motion was amended to increase the honorarium to $500. 
 
 
Moved:  Phil Rogers     
Seconded:   Cathy Macdonald 
 
Motion Carried 
 
 
This camp is subsidized by MSO.  By charging a nominal fee, it is hoped 
attendees will appreciate this subsidy.  
  
Motion 04: That a charge of $30. be charged to each coach attending this  
   clinic. 
  
Moved:  Sean Warburton 
Seconded: Sally O’Brien 
 
Carried 
 
Advertising and Publicity of this event needs to be done as soon as possible.  It 
was agreed that information would appear on the MSO website.  Brian indicated 
that he could send e-mails directly to coaches and club members.  Phil suggested 
that a “Hold That Date” notice could go out immediately with the particulars of the 
clinic to follow. 
 
Phil noted that the focus of this clinic is to encourage people who are interested in 
coaching Masters to attend, as well as people already coaching Masters. 
 
It was also noted that non-Ontario team coaches were welcome to attend. 
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Chris Smith informed the Board that MSC is considering a formal coaching 
certificate process and possibly this clinic could count towards this certification.  
He suggested that the program from this clinic be shared with MSC. 
 
Business Arising from the Minutes 
 

1. On line payments/individual or clubs/MSC  
 Mike has all the information required and is ready to input it into an MSO 
 Registration Paypal System.  Once he provides the MSO banking 
 information and our Non-Profit Organization number, our application will 
 be processed. 
 

2. Rule book (with more OWS we need to get rules out to the host clubs) 
 Chris reported that the rule books have gone out to officials and Board 
 Members. Books for Officials of Open Water Swims (OWS) will be going 
 out shortly. 
 

3. Insurance (see New Business) 
 

4. Clinics - See Above 
 
 
Board Reports 
 
President/COP---------------------Mike Heath Eves – Attached 
 
Vice President----------------------Sean Warburton – No report at this time. 
 
Treasurer ---------------------------Cathy Macdonald 
 
Cathy reported that she is still preparing the books to be sent to the auditors.  
There are just a couple of items to be dealt with.  She will e-mail her report to the 
Board shortly.  Now Attached 
 
Competition ------------------------Sally O’Brien – Attached 
 
Sally noted that another meet has been sanctioned.  E0MAC’s Heart and Stroke 
Meet will be held March 13, 2011. 
 
It was noted that the Ontario Provincial Championships has been sanctioned.  
There were concerns raised that the 1500 M Freestyle is being seeded fastest to 
slowest, contrary to MSC Masters rules.  It’s possible there could be a challenge 
to this decision.  It will be dealt with at the meet. 
 
Health and Lifestyle --------------Robert McGlashan – nothing to report at this time. 
 
Communication -------------------Alisa Abgarov – Attached 
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Alisa was unable to attend this meeting due to weather conditions. 
 
It was noted that Alisa is in the process of estimating budget needed to 
update/change the MSO website.  It was suggested that an RFP should be put 
out. 
 
Awards ------------------------------Bob Miles - Absent 
 
Staff reports 
 
Web -------------------------------- Craig Zimmerman 
 
Craig reports that he is upgrading the website as required. 
 
Registration ----------------------- Brian Croker –  Attached 
 
It was noted that swimmer numbers were down slightly from last year but the 
numbers may come up as the year progresses. Brian will be sending a list of new 
clubs to Craig and requesting the defunct clubs be deleted from the website. 
 
External Reps 
Swim Ontario -------------------- Steve Goodwin 
 
Deferred to next meeting. 
 
Officials --------------------------- Chris Smith – Attached 
 
As noted above, the new MSC Rule Book has been approved and distributed. 
There has been a request from Lindsay Patten, Executive Director of MSC, to 
allow wetsuits and drafting in OWS. 
 
This matter was deferred to the next meeting. 
 
Insurance---------------------------Claus Koch  
 
Klaus attended the meeting to recap the insurance issue between SO and MSO.  
After much discussion, it was decided that more time is required to resolve the 
insurance issue with SO before the latest SO invoice is processed. 
 
New Business 

1. OWS & championship meet(s) 1.5K - 3K – 5K – 10K 
 Brian reported to the Board that in his absence, Gary (last name) replaced 
 him and did an admirable job.  Brian offered him his monthly honorarium 
 and Gary has requested that this money be donated for use towards 
 funding OWS.  Sally will pass this information on to OWS hosting clubs. 
 

2. Swim Ontario Representative – Deferred to next meeting. 
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3. Insurance Update MSO/SO – See Insurance above  
 

4. Medals – Sally O’Brien 
 
 Sally reported there was some confusion as to the number of medals on 
 hand, and the number needing to be ordered. A manual count will be 
 done again and Sally will order the required medals. 

 
Other Business 
 

1. Next Meeting 
  
 The next meeting will be via Teleconference and will be held on: 
 
  Sunday, February 27, 2011 at 3:00 p.m. 
 
 
Adjournment 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 4:20 p.m. 
 
 
 
  

 
 

Masters Swimming Ontario 
 

 President’s Report 
 

January 3, 2011 
 
In this, my first report as President , I look forward to serving this good organization to 
the best of my ability. We accomplished much in 2010. If we continue to work well 
together there will be many accomplishments in 2011. 
 
One of my first privileges as president was to go to Brockville with Sally O’Brien to 
present Olenka McKee with the Order of the Soggy Goggles for outstanding service to 
Masters Swimming Ontario.  Olenka was very pleased to be recognized and so she 
should be for her many accomplishments while on the Board. As the Sanctioning Officer 
when I joined we all learned so much from her about the process and its problems, which 
she led us through with each application. The process that we now use was established by 
Olenka with the assistance of Craig Zimmerman for web site presentation.  
 
My second duty was to meet with the president of Swim Ontario where in we identified 
the insurance question as one of the most important issues to resolve. 
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The appointment of an MSO representative to the SO Board was also discussed. 
Both these issues will be discussed at the January 8th meeting. 
 
Looking at 2011 I see several opportunities to advance Master Swimming in Ontario. The 
first one is the Coaches Clinic that Phil Rogers has been working on. The coaches are 
most important because they are the people who guide us through the swimming journey. 
They motivate us to achieve our personal goals. They were the first people we met when 
we started in Masters. They have great influence to keep us progressing. By focusing on 
the coaches we strengthen MSO. It is also noted that MSC will be looking at a coach 
certification program in the future so our clinic is very timely. The second opportunity is 
the ongoing sanctioning of meets by our sanctioning officer Sally O’Brien. Meets are the 
stepping stones of the journey if you allow me that metaphor. For the new swimmer they 
are daunting. For the accomplished swimmer they are a measure of where they are. 
Provincials 2011 are scheduled to be held by the Nepean Swim Club in Ottawa with the 
final steps to sanction the meet in progress with Sally. I note that seven other meets have 
been sanctioned around the province and open water swim applications are coming in 
too so that 2011 will be very busy. 
 
 
On the business side Cathy MacDonald has been busy with our auditors who have 
promoted an annual reporting of our activities to the Canadian Revenue Agency. Nothing 
to hide here as MSO is a non profit organization. Carole Herbert has been active ensuring 
our status with the Province of Ontario is up to date. Claus Koch who will visit us 
January 8, will give us his version of our insurance programs as he sees it. Craig 
Zimmerman has been keeping the website up to date with notices of interest to all our 
members. Alisa Abgarov has been managing the survey of the site and will talk to us 
about its results. By the way if you have not visited the website recently spend a little 
time bringing yourself up to date with what MSO offers there and the links to other 
swimming organizations. Finally Chris Smith keeps us informed from the Officials point 
of view. Without those officials we would be lost at meets.  
 
The PayPal project will be implemented within the next couple of weeks. I want to tell 
you about that on January 8th. 
 
  
So you can see there is so much going on and I have not mentioned all the Board 
members. One note: we work hard for MSO but we cannot do it all by ourselves. I 
encourage you to find volunteers outside the Board who can help you with your duties 
and projects. In this way the work load can be shared. The added plus by doing this is that 
we find people who might want to serve on the Board in the future. 
 
See you all on January 8. 
 
 
Mike Heath-Eves 
 
President 
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Communications report: 
 
We have finished collecting survey responses on Dec 31,  
And I am happy to announce that 171 members have completed our 
survey ! :)  
 
I will discuss the results of our survey in our upcoming meeting,  
And a summery of the results will be posted shortly on the MSO 
website and emailed to our members  
 
Alisa Abgarov 
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Competition Report Jan 8
th

 2011 – Sally O’Brien 
 
Meets Planned or already sanctioned 
Those that have no date have not returned yet from last year. 
 
 
 

  

Meet date   

  Sep-10 

    

  POOL 

16-Oct-10 Brantford 

14-Nov-10 EOMAC 

4-Dec-10 Techno 

12-Dec-10 NY Pent 

14-Nov-10 Alderwood 

  2011 
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Results of those already run have been posted on 
the MSC web page. 
We have billed the clubs for OSOA fees in the 
amount of $970.00 to date. 
 
I have not received a step 3 from Technosport but I 
have sent them a request for it. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

MSC Warm-Up/Warm Down Procedures 
 
CMSW 1.6 MSC Warm-Up/Warm-down Procedures shall be enforced at all 
Masters’ swimming competitions in Canada. 
 
CMSW 1.6.1 The warm-up/warm-down shall be supervised. There shall be a 
minimum of two qualified officials, acting as Safety Marshals for each course with 

9-Jan-11 Muskoka 

30-Jan-11 Brockville 1000Islds 

23-Jan-11 Alderwood 

22-Jan-11 Technosport 

13-Feb-11 Burlington 

  Barrie  

  Brock 

6-Mar-11 Milton 

30-Apr-11 Technosport 

Mar 25-

26-27 Provincials  

  EOMAC H & S 

16-Apr-11 Downtown SC 

  Cornwall 

    

  OWS 

  Brights Grove** 

  Brockville 1 

7-Aug-11 Welland 

  Brockville 2 

  L.O.S.T. 
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the authority to control the warm-up including to warn or remove offending 
swimmers and to report to the referee for possible further disciplinary action 
 
CMSW 1.6.2 There shall be a minimum of 45 minutes prior to the start of the 
meet for general warm-up. If there is no continuous warm-up facility or lane 
available during the meet there shall be a 15 minute warm-up period at least 
every 2 hours. There shall be a 15 minute warm-down period at the conclusion of 
the meet 
 
CMSW 1.6.3 There shall be no diving or jumping from any area of the deck or 
starting blocks. Swimmers shall enter the water feet first in a cautious manner 
with at least one hand in contact with the deck or gutter. There shall be barriers 
placed on the starting blocks. 
 
CMSW 1.6.4 All lanes shall be used for general warm-up with circle swimming 
only. Swimmers shall circulate in opposite directions to adjacent lanes. Starting 
at one side of the pool, lanes shall be designated as slow, medium and fast 
lanes. There should be pictorials at the end of the lanes showing this and the 
direction of circle swimming.  
 
CMSW 1.6.5 Twenty minutes prior to the end of warm-up one outside lane, and 
in pools of six lanes or more, the adjacent lane, on the fast side of the pool, as in 
CMSW 1.6.4, shall be designated as sprint lanes.  The starts shall be from the 
normal starting end of the pool with one way swimming only.  Upon completion of 
the length the swimmer shall leave the lane. 
 
CMSW 1.6.6 The wearing of watches, the use of hand paddles, pull-buoys, kick 
boards and swim fins, shall be prohibited.  
 
CMSW 1.6.7 Warm-up procedures shall be prominently posted at various areas 
of the pool deck. 

 
 
 

MSO NOTICE OF MOTION 
 

January 8, 2011 
 

Re: Wetsuits and drafting in OWS 
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Previous MSC and MSO Rules disallowed the use of wetsuits and drafting in 
OWS events. The MSC Rules approved on October 17, 2010 state: (bold letters 
indicate relevant clauses) 
 
CMOWS 1.3 A Canadian Masters Open Water Swimming event shall be an 
independent event restricted to registered Masters swimmers. When the Masters 
event is held in conjunction with another Open Water Swimming event the start 
for the Masters should be at a different time than all others. Swimmers wearing 
wetsuits may be included in Masters OWS if noted in the meet package, 
however, such swimmers shall have separate results and awards. Results 
submitted to MSC and the PMOs shall list only registered Masters swimmers. 
PMOs may disallow the use of wetsuits in sanctioned OWS events. 
 
CMOWS 6.2 Race judges shall instruct any swimmer who is, in their opinion, 
taking unfair advantage by pacing or slip streaming with an escort craft to move 
clear. Drafting off another swimmer may be allowed by the PMO if clearly 
indicated in the meet package. 
 

CMOWS 6.3.1 If in the opinion of the referee, an assistant referee, race judge or 
turn judge any swimmer takes advantage of another swimmer by interfering with 
that swimmer, by making intentional contact with that swimmer, by pacing or by 
drafting if this is not allowed, the following procedure shall apply; 

 
Although there was considerable support for retaining the previous rule, Lindsay 
Patten felt this change would encourage more triathletes to compete in our 
events, also claimed venues in New Brunswick always require wetsuits. A 
compromise was reached leaving the decision on these items up to the PMOs.  
 
Suggested Notices of Motion for the MSO Board 
 
Notice of Motion re CMOWS 1.3 
 
That MSO continue to ban wetsuits at MSO sanctioned OWS.  
 
Or 
 
That MSO allow a separately recorded wetsuit race to be swum in conjunction 
with a non-wetsuit OWS if clearly indicated in the meet package. No awards shall 
be given and placing shall be separate for wetsuit swimmers. 
 
Notice of Motion re CMOWS 6.2 
 
That MSO continue to ban drafting in OWS events. 
 
Or 
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That MSO allow drafting at OWS events if this is clearly marked in the meet 
package. 
 
Submitted by Chris Smith 
03.01.11 
 

 
Masters Swimming Ontario 

 
REGISTRAR REPORT 

 

As of December 31, 2010 
    
 

Clubs   73 
 

 Mail memberships -- 
  

 Total swimmers 2274 
 

Club swimmers  2245 
   
  Unattached Swimmers 25 
 

4 OSG Members, Ted Roach, Chris Smith, Bryan Finlay 
     Michael Stroud 

 

New Clubs-Dryden Dolphins, Stouffville Triathlon Swimming,  
        Trent Swim Club Masters, Club Warriors (Waterloo),  
       Orleans Rec Centre Aquatics (Ottawa)                                                                                               

 
Lost Clubs-St. Marys, Swimdorks 
 
Under New Management-Windsor Waverunners 


